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Who are we?

Two data scientists masquerading as consultants,

with one transit dream.

One with a 15 minute walk to work.

The other, with a commute ranging anywhere from an hour to three each way, 

taking NJ TRANSIT trains every day.

There’s gotta be something we can do…



Source: New York Times



What to know about NJ Transit

Fast facts:

● NJ Transit is the 3rd largest transit system in the US
○ Operates 11 commuter rail lines, 3 light rail lines, and 871 bus lines
○ 269 million unlinked passenger trips

● The Northeast Corridor line, which it shares Amtrak, is the busiest passenger rail line in the US

● $2.2B operating budget, $1B passenger revenue

But, significant budget problems, understaffing, frequent delays, and increasing numbers of cancellations 

have caused riders much ire and placed pressure on Phil Murphy, New Jersey’s newest governor.



What did we do?



The Data:

- From Mar 2018
- “Stop-level”
- 1 min resolution
- NJ Transit trips
- Amtrak NEC trips



The Data:

- From Mar 2018
- “Stop-level”
- 1 min resolution
- NJ Transit trips
- Amtrak NEC trips

(Not publically 
available!)



Data Pipeline



Scraper

Terminal stations:
5 min to 1 hour



Scraper



Scraper https://dv.njtransit.com/webdisplay/train_stops.aspx?sid=MP&train=3885

Captured at 
9:00 PM



Scraper



Scraper

Every minute:



Scraper



Parser

for each status_page in train_file:
    update_state_machine(status_page)
    check_next_state_machine(status_page)



Parser

check_next()

- checks to see if 
next row is 
marked departed 
or cancelled

Timestamp:
8:52



Parser

update()

- starting at the 
first row, checks 
to see if status 
has gone from 
departed to not 
departed or 
cancelled

- resets state to 
before modified 
row

Timestamp:
8:53



Parser

check_next()

- start from 
state==1 again

Timestamp:
8:53



Output

Join GTFS schedule

Pre-compute delay

Output monthly CSVs



Data quantity and quality

- Monthly CSVs for March 2018 through September 2018
- 156,000+ trains overall, 137,000+ NJ Transit, 19,000+ Amtrak
- Stop-level, minute resolution data

- Data from 98.6% of trains was captured correctly so far
- Empty JSON files
- Parsing errors



Data quantity and quality

- Monthly CSVs for March 2018 through September 2018
- 156,000+ trains overall, 137,000+ NJ Transit, 19,000+ Amtrak
- Stop-level, minute resolution data

- Data from 98.6% of trains was captured correctly so far
- Empty JSON files
- Parsing errors

- We’ve open sourced all this data on Kaggle!
- (Scraper/parser on GitHub)



What have we done with this 
data?



Published on 
Medium

The 5 Stages of a System Breakdown on NJ 
Transit (Pranav)

What are the chances that NJ Transit will 
cause you to miss the Dinky? (Michael)

How data can help fix NJ Transit (Pranav)



“The 5 Stages of a System Breakdown on NJ Transit”

Step 1: Nor’easter Result?



The calm before (during) the storm



System (and communication) breakdowns 

Timeline

12:00 PM: Winds start reaching over 25mph

1:00-2:00 PM(?): Wire goes down; delays 

4:47 PM: Tweet about “overhead wire problem”



Queueing begins… 





So, what’s next?



Calls to action

Phil Murphy responds... 

- NJ Transit audit: https://www.nj.gov/governor/docs/20181005NJTransitFinalReport.pdf

Analyze this data

- Kaggle!

- Incorporating external data sources

- A public facing “report card” (s/o to Bus Turnaround!)

And more articles on the way!

https://www.nj.gov/governor/docs/20181005NJTransitFinalReport.pdf


Thank you! Check out the data and get involved!

Kaggle: 

https://www.kaggle.com/pranavbadami/nj-t

ransit-amtrak-nec-performance

GitHub: 

https://github.com/pranavbadami/njtransit

Medium:
https://medium.com/@pranavbadami
https://medium.com/@mzhang13
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